THE LIGHTER SIDE
Place Out of Words

B

elow are questions that people might ask someone from another country about
the culture and lifestyles in that country. However, some of the words have been
placed in the wrong question. In each set, move the underlined words around so that
all the questions in the set make sense. Here is an example:

1. Do most families have evenings?
2. Do students usually take extra classes in the cars?
(ANSWERS: 1. Change evenings to cars; 2. Change cars to evenings)
SET A (NOUNS)
1. How do people in your country celebrate breakfast?
2. Where you live, what kind of clothes do students wear to the kitchen?
3. Do you wear everybody inside your house?
4. What do people in your country usually eat for shoes?
5. In houses in your country, where is school usually located?
6. What relatives are the most popular to play?
7. Do you know New Year’s who lives in your neighborhood?
8. Which sports live in your house?
ANSWERS:
1. Change breakfast to _____; 2. Change the kitchen to _____;
3. Change everybody to _____; 4. Change shoes to _____; 5. Change school to _____;
6. Change relatives to _____; 7. Change New Year’s to _____; 8. Change sports to _____
SET B (VERBS)
1. Does your dog speak inside your house?
2. In your country, how do people sing friends when they meet?
3. At what age do people in your country usually sleep?
4. Do people often retire at parties?
5. How often do you greet a library?
6. How many languages do people in your neighborhood visit?
ANSWERS:
1. Change speak to _____; 2. Change sing to _____; 3. Change sleep to _____;
4. Change retire to _____; 5. Change greet to _____; 6. Change visit to _____
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Set A (Nouns)
1. Change breakfast to New Year’s
2. Change the kitchen to school
3. Change everybody to shoes
4. Change shoes to breakfast
5. Change school to the kitchen
6. Change relatives to sports
7. Change New Year’s to everybody
8. Change sports to relatives
Set B (Verbs)
1. Change speak to sleep
2. Change sing to greet
3. Change sleep to retire
4. Change retire to sing
5. Change greet to visit
6. Change visit to speak
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